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A REVIEW

His Own Vme and Fig Tree
MARY A. Y. GALLAGHER

TbePapersojGeorge Washington: RetimmentSeries. Volume l-March
4-December 28,1797; Volume 2-Janual)' 2-September 15,1798;
Volume 3, September 16, 1798-AprilI9, 1799;Volume4-April
20-December 15, 1799. DorothyTwohig, editor; Philander D. Chase,
senior associate editor; Beverly H. Runge, associate editor; Frank E.
Grizzard, Jr., Edward G. Lengel, Mark A Mastromarino, Elizabeth
B. Mercer, and Jack D. Warren, assistant editors; W. W. Abbot,
editor emeritus. Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 19981999.

TI

e four-volume Retirement Series of The Papers o/George Washington includes the ex-

president's correspondence from March 4,
1797, the day followingJohnAdams's inauguration as the
nation's second president, until December 10,1799, four
days before Washington's death. The ftfth and fmal subset of The Papers and the third to be completed, it provides us with an immeasurably richer portfolio on the ftnal
years of Washington's life than is available fromJohn C.
Fitzpatrick's previously published The Writings ofGeorge
Washingtonfivm the OriginalManw:cript!burces, 174~1 m
(Washington, 1931-1944), While Fitzpatrick published a
substantial number of the letters -written by Washington
during this period, he only occasionally reproduced portions of other documents the former president generated
or letters Washington received.
The reader must look to The Papers edited by DorothyTwohig, Philander D. Chase, Beverly H. Runge, and
their assistants for access to all Washington's writings that
are currently known to exist, for incoming correspondence, and for other document types. These include his
instructions to the overseers and managers of his farms,
specllcations for the houses being built on his lots in the
new federal city, accounts related to various business ventures, addresses from admirers and replies to them. Most
appear as individual entries in chronological order. Readers are alerted to correspondence published as part of
the armotation by "see" references appropriately located
in the table of contents. The source line for each document acknowledges all extant manuscript copies of it.
Mal)' A. Y. Gallagher is the editor, with Elizabeth Nuxoll, of The
Papers ojRobertMorris, a recently completed edition.

Readers will be able to fmd unannotated transcripts of
them as well as of routine documents omitted from the
letterpress edition on the forthcoming CD-ROM edition.
The worldwide search conducted by the editors has discovered double the number of items in the Library of
Congress collection of Washington documents. The
project will make its catalog available on its website in the
course of the present year. On-line images of Washington manuscripts in the Library of Congress collection can
be viewed on its American Memory website.
Among the issues about which editors must make
decisions are selection, transcription, and armotation. In
this ftnal phase of his career, Washington usually left only
an ALS or an ALS and a letterbook copy, thus minimizing textual issues for his present-day editors. The brief and
virtually identical editorial apparatuses in the four volumes
of the Retirement Series concentrate on transcription issues. They describe a policy that follows a fairly standard
prescription for editions of eighteenth-century letters. It
combines a concem for ftdelity to the original manuscript
with achieving a degree of legibility that will facilitate use
by both scholarly and general audiences. Since
Washington's letters are likely to attract a broad spectrum
of young, old, and inexperienced readers, the decisions
seem judicious. The texts avoid threatening visual challenges
but provide a sufficient indication of where omissions,
emendations or other problems that necessitated editorial intelVention occur. Random sampling of some of the
manuscripts on the American Memory website suggests
that the average reader will clearly prefer The Papers to
struggling with the sometimes faded or tom pages of the
originals. Comparison of its transcriptions with those made
by Fitzpatrick indicate that the new edition is justifted on
that front alone.
The editors do not provide readers of the Retirement Series with any discussion of their armotation policy.
The very ftrst volume of the Colonial Series may have
carried an explanation of it, but this seems a long way
from the ftnal three years of Washington's life. Because
readers' interests may be confmed to one or several of
the component parts, editors of forthcoming multiseries
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editions might want to consider to what degree it is apGerman who intended his son to present it ultimately
propriate to restate the principles that govern their edireached its destination through other hands. The story is
tion at least in the flfSt volume of each subset. While strong
told in a lengthy note largely by quoting correspondence
arguments can be made for canying policies adopted at
between Washington, John Quincy Adams, and the man
the outset throughout the entire series, editors might also
who made the sword, Theophilus AIte, of Solingen. Most
want to assess whether annotation policies appropriate to
of these letters precede the opening date of the Retireone phase of their project are equally valid for all others.
ment Series and might conceivably have been included in
full type in the concluding volumes of the Presidential
The copious notes that accompany many docLUnents
demonstrate that the Retirement Series's editors have
Series.
drawn on years of prior research and intimate knowledge
In another instance, a gift of shoe buckles from David
Humphreys, Washington's aide-de-camp during the war,
of their subject to explain each letter printed in full type
can be traced through corresponas completely as they saw the need
dence in the same volume from
or felt the inclination. Most of the
Timothy Pickering, Washington, and
individuals who make an appearance-close and distant relatives,
Hmnphreys, some of which appears
in full type, and some in annotation.
cabinet members, debtors to Washington, solicitors of political and
"Presents," Washington remarked in
his thank you note, "are of all things
military appointments or letters of
the most painful; but when I am so
introduction, hired help and slavesare fully identified. Washington's land
well satisfied of the motives which
dictated yours, my scruples are reclaims, interests, and deals are traced,
moved; and I receive the Buckles
and records searched to detennine
whether or not purchasers and ten(which are indeed very elegant) as a
token of your regard and attachants made payments on schedule or
defaulted when land prices plumment; & will keep, & wear them occasionally, for your sake" (1: 219).
meted and cash shortages beset the
Washington no doubt experienced
infant nation once again.
One of the unanswered quesa different sort of pain from a gift
tions about editorial policy to which
from a far-sighted benefactor, Thothese volumes give rise is why submas Dockery, who provided him
with hair from his own "baird."
stantial portions or the entire text of
letters written to or by Washington
Dockery had originally intended the
were published as part of the annoclippings to serve as padding for
tation of other documents and not
Washington's saddle, but now sugCharles Willson Peale's 1795 bust portrait of
gested that it should be used as stuffas separate documents. Is such a
George Washington. Courtesy of the Mount
decision governed by chronology, Vernon Ladies' Association.
ing for his funeral pillow. The letter
the importance that the editors asto Dockery appears in full type,
perhaps because Washington noted that it was "Singular"
sign to the topic, or some other factor? An example may
0:155), or because no other document could be found
make this clearer. An interesting topic that presents itself
to which it could be appended.
in various letters was gifts received-which seem never
Most of what Washington received, however, was
to have been a simple matter in the mind of the former
much more mundane. Seed, cheese, pamphlets, Bibles,
president. First and foremost he wished to be sure that
prints, and poetry figured on the list, and raised fewer
what he accepted was indeed a gift and not an item (a
questions in Washington's mind about the motives of the
bull, for instance) for which the presenter would eventugiver and the risks of receiving them. Compared with
ally demand payment (see, for example, 1:190). Onother
some of the issues that occupy much more space in the
occasions, presents arrived by very circuitous routes.
retirement correspondence, gifts are not a matter of great
Appended to a letter from Washington to John Quincy
significance, yet they provide perspective on Washington's
Adams ofJune 25,1797, is a note that runs over several
character, interests, and the degree to which the life of so
pages 0:211-14). It describes and details the strange path
public a figure could be "privatized." The editors clearly
by which a sword crafted for Washington by a Palatine
50
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George Washington s map ofthe farms composing his Mt. \-enwn Estate, drawnfrom field notes, 1793.
This item is reproduced by pennission of The Huntington library, San Marino, California.

intend to call this topic to readers' attention by their
decisions to publish the correspondence in full type
or in annotation, but why they choose one over the
other at any given time is not always obvious.
When the series opens, we find Washington on the frrst
day of his ex-presidency, making the necessary arrangements to dispose of items he did not wish to take with him
and to begin the journey to his beloved Mount Vernon-his own vine and fig tree. He would fmd his estate very
much in need of his attention, and of staff and supplies to
repair the damage it had suffered when his public responsibilities made it impossible for him to exercise the meticulous supervision he intended to bestow on it during the
days of life that remained to him. While fonner associates
in his govemment-Timothy Pickering, James McHenry,
Oliver Wolcott,Jr., for instance----continued to write to him
about matters of domestic and foreign policy, and while
he would have to devote considerable attention to his private fmancial affairs, he found at least a small measure of
private space. "I am alone atpresent, .. he wrote to Tobias
Lear-'Unless some one pops in, unexpectedly, Mrs
Washington and myself will do what I believe has not been
[done] within the last twenty years by us, that is to set down
to dinner by ourselves" 0:281).
Washington brought the same great energy and rational
purpose to his private affairs as he had to his public responsibilities, and in several instances met fmstrations he seems
not to have expected. Despite a steady stream of advice
and admonition, he was unable to generate the requisite

willpower in his ward, George Washington Parke Custis,
to make the young man profit from a college education.
Tensions with France that led to the decision to raise a
"New" American army finally provided the prospect of a
stint in the service which Washington hoped might serve
as his bridge to adult responsibility. Surprisingly, his anxieties about the young man's lack of interest in improving
himself did not stand in the way of Washington's naming
him one of the executors of his estate. Troubles also began almost immediately with James Anderson, the overly
sensitive manager of Washington's farms, who responded
to every instruction from their now-present owner with an
offer to resign. It took a number of letters and a considerable period of time before Washington was able to convince the man that he could hardly be expected to have
no opinions about how well and profitably his resources
were allocated and developed.
Scarcely a year after his return to MOLUlt Vernon, Washington saw his opportunity to indulge his interest in agriculture and in the development of the new federal city and
the houses he was constructing there, his concern for the
management of his properties, and his ability to enjoy the
joys and pains of private life significantly diminished by the
Federalists' determination to maintain an adequate and
credible professional military force at the executive's disposal. France, whose policies toward the new nation
vacillated as her revolution evolved and her fmandal and
military situation changed, presented them with an opportunityto build a narrow majority in Congress in favor of sub-
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stantially expanding the regular force of three thousand
men it had authorized in 1796 to put it in position to deter
or respond to the possibility of a French invasion. OnJune
22, 1798, PresidentAdams penned a letter that substantially
ate into Washington's leisure and altered the content and
increased the volume ofhis correspondence. "In forming
an Army," Adams wrote, "I must tap you, Sometimes for
Advice. We must have your Name, if you, in any case will
permit Us to Use it" (2: 352). Washington understood this
as a request that he should lead the force. Although he believed that only the deception spread and divisiveness
cultivated by France's partisans on American soil could
persuade the French Directory that an invasion was feasible, he told Adams that, if the need arose, he would reluctantlyexchange "the smooth paths of Retirement for the
thorny ways of Public life" (2: 369).
1hese words were all it took to pave the way for his
appointment, three days later, as commander in chief of
the New Army. Washington was fully involved in advising about recruitment and the appointment of its officers,
but he made it clear from the start that he would take the
field only if urgent circumstances required his presence.
He also intended Adams to understand that he would serve
only if his recommendations for the officers next in rank
were accepted. A testy discussion followed when Adams
failed to see this clearly enough and balked at compromising his own authority as constitutional commander in chief.
In the end, Washington prevailed, but other military and
political concerns rose to trouble his tranquility. His insistence that rank in the Continental Army would not constitute a claim for preference in the New Army raised howls
of protest at all levels. Despite his best efforts to explain
the considerations that prompted him to recommend that
Charles Coatsworth Pinckney and Alexander Hamilton
should rank first and second, Washington was unable to
persuade Henry Knox to accept appointment as third-ranking major general in the new force. In addition to the mail
generated by these matters, Washington received such a
flood of letters soliciting commissions or recommending
others for them that he inquired whether the War Department would pay for a secretary to help him manage the
correspondence his new responsibilities generated. While
the domestic and financial management issues that fill the
first volume and half of the second do not disappear, military affairs dominate the remainder of the series until the
last few months of his life and deprive Washington of the
retirement he so sincerely craved and reluctantly parted
with.
1his said, Washington remained interested in and
never managed to distance himself from the partisan con52
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flicts that emerged during his administration and intensified
thereafter. He was so bitterly stung by A V1eWofthe Conduct o/the Executive o/the United States, James Monroe's
defense ofhis conduct as ambassador to France (to which
post Washington had appointed him), that he penned
detailed and scathing comments on a copy of the work that
he had received from Timothy Pickering (2: 169-217).
Washington's federalist political passions had not waned
when he left the presidency. His doubts about the French
threat were mentioned above, yet he supported the passage of the Alien and Sedition Acts (3: 216-217), and
suspected all "partisans" of France of treason. More than
a few discussions about candidates for military appointments express the fear that certain men sought them in order "to divide, & contaminate the Army, by artful &
Seditious discourses; and perhaps at a critical moment,
bring on confusion" (3: 59).
What does the series tell us about the private, if notso-retired, Washington? A concern for propriety governs
most of his private letters. Heartfelt affection and friendship are most easily discemed in his correspondence with
and about the Marquis de Lafayette. Letters to family
members are more often patriarchal than paternal or fraternal in tone. 1hose which deal with military and political affuirs somehow seem less practiced, more natural. 1he
clearest, most astounding glimpse of the private Washington comes, however, from his will (July 9, 1799), which
he drafted without professional help. 1he order of his
priorities commands attention: speedy payment of any
outstanding debts; his wife, who received the bulk of her
husband's property for the remainder of her lif~a bequest
far more generous than the customary widow's portion;
freedom for the slaves he held in his own right and lifetime
support and maintenance for them whether they chose to
accept it or not; and fmally his bequests of assets and
mementos of special significance to his family and dependents.
1he concern for his slaves, mentioned immediately
after his wife, is expressed in great detail. He was, as he
remarked several times in other correspondence, accustomed to having his orders carried out, and he took special precautions to ensure it in this case. During his life,
Washington fed and clothed his slaves adequately but as
economically as possible. He expected all who were in
anyway able to work to do so assiduously and noted those
who performed well and those who did not. In death he
paid special attention to his "Mulatto man William" and
provided for all the rest generously, without consideration
of their merit or productivity. He was concerned that their
marriages not be disrupted, that young and old be ad-

equately cared for, that none be sold outside VIrginia ''under any pretence whatsoever." He enjoined that all his provisions regarding them "be religiously fulfilled ... ; without
evasion, neglect or delay;" that a fund be established for
their support "not trusting to the <u>ncertain provision to
be made by individuals" (4:480). Washington leaves the
considerations that motivated him to end the bondage of
his slaves at his death unexplained. There is no hint in his
retirement correspondence that he condemned the institution or feared its consequences personally although he
repeatedly noted that, if the French ever did invade American tenitory, they would target the South where they could
ann "our Negroes against us." He did not reply to appeals
from a pair of abolitionists (2:94-96; 167-168) to use his
preeminence to strike a blow against the institution, but
perhaps their arguments found their mark-or perhaps a
deep-seated sense of himself as a patriarch compelled him
to protect and provide for the most vulnerable members
of his extended "family."
What can scholars look for in the Retirement Series?
What is its value and significance? Who will use it? A recent work, Robert F. Dalzell,Jr., and Lee Baldwin Dalzell's
George Washington sMount Vernon: At Home in Revolutionary America (Oxford University Press, 1998), would
surely have tapped its resources for their discussions about
the structure of the house and its staffhad it been available
to them while their work was in progress. A quick SUlVey
of books on Washington listed by on-line book vendors
suggests that few authors currently in print have any deep
interest in the final years of the life of one of the most signiftcant figures in American history. Stanley Elkins and Eric
McKitrick's 7beAge o/Federalism (Oxford University
Press, 1993) is surely the most significant recent work on
the period as a whole, but it makes little use ofWashington's
correspondence from the Fitzpatrick edition. While
Washington's retirement left him neither out of sight nor out
of mind, as he truly wished to be, present-day political historians have largely treated his ftnal days as if this were the
case, and have ignored the fact that only his death deftnitively removed him from the national political scene.
What could and should be done to alert potential users to the assets they might discover in the series? Volume
introductions that highlighted some of the issues of significance and provided an overview of the contents and their
relevance would have helped immeasurably in this regard.
Another aid that might have been offered is greater attention in the index to subject as opposed to name entries.
Willingly or unwillingly, Washington received political
news and discussed political issues, was concerned about
Anti-Federalist tactics and their victories at the polls. How-

ever, no main entries in the indexes point the readers to
these discussions. Resort must be had to name entries,
where subentries are arranged chronolOgically rather than
alphabetically. Topics are, thus, somewhat harder to pick
up. Military affairs, which predominate in the middle
volumes, must be accessed through the main entry "New
Army," its proper title, but one that might be missed by
general readers who searched under "Army" or "Military
affairs." The series uses cross-references only to refer readers to identifications of individuals that appear in othervolurnes. Washington's lands are, however, much better
selVed. Information can be accessed under the individual
names of tracts, under "Lands of GW' and as a subentry
under the main entry "Washington, George."
The Retirement Series offers scholars an unparalleled
glimpse at the private Washington, head of an important
Virginia family, and the much-revered icon of the nation's
independence and its successful inauguration of stable
republican government. It is an invaluable resource for
students of agriculture, landholding, and the plantation
economy as well as for those interested in the federalist
mindset. Its flaws are few, its virtues many. It waits for
scholars to publish articles that will call the attention of the
historical profession to the wealth it contains.

Owingtoanerroril'ujg;tronic~ the/a.<tp;lmgmJiJif/£igbj:iJrNJn'sanicle, ':AnndationCbrltldandComputers:A Cas3StudyiftheSalmonP' CbalePaj»SPrqec!,"
mzsirK:omJiete·1hefolltextifthatJXlmgmfi:JjiJous.

Logic and experience suggest that conditions responsible for the Chase Papers' system will not disappear soon. In short, there is little evidence that
funding will suddenly stabilize. Nor is the end in sight
for a workforce oflow-paid editors often essentially
migratory in nature, especially at newer and smaller
projects that lack visibility and ftrm fmancial foundations. For editing projects that operate on shoestring budgets, sound management will most likely
remain crucial for years. Annotation control may lack
glamour and glitter compared to other, cutting-edge
issues in documentary editing. But, as editors at the
Chase papers learned, integration of strategy and
technology can help projects stay on schedule, maintain cordial relations with foundations and funding
agencies, and bolster the likelihood of sUlVival and
sua:t:SS.
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JAMES 1. W. WEST III

A

yone who has written historical notes for a
scholarly edition has learned to spot
"glossable" references in contemporaty texts.
Philip Roth's Zuckerman Unbound, for example, will s0meday need annotations about the quiz-show scandals of the
1950s and about Charles Van Doren and Herbert Stempel,
contestants whose lives were ruined by the disclosures.
Don DeLillo's Underworldwill require a description of
Truman Capote's Black and White Ball, along with some
information about]. Edgar Hoover's cross-dressing and
his liaison with Clyde Tolson. Lee Smith's novels will need
identifications of Post Toasties and of Maurice Williams
and the Zodiacs (whose big hit song was "Stay"). And
according to Alex Ross, in a review in The New Yorker of
Bret Easton Ellis's Glamorama, readers in the distant future (should anyone still be reading Ellis) will need a flock
of footnotes to identify the novel's multitudinous quasicelebrities. The public exposes and glitter events and
rhythm-and-blues bands and minor celebs that turn up in
these narratives will all have been forgotten, or will be so
imprecisely remembered as to need annotation.
That's the position I find myself in as the editor and
annotator of the Cambridge edition of F. Scott
Fitzgerald's writings. Fitzgerald was an author grounded
in his times, and his narratives are packed with references
to contemporaty politicians, sports figures, theater impresarios, movie queens, criminals, monarchs, and war heroes, not to mention restaurants and cabarets in the New
York of the twenties, plus places and people of interest
in Europe, after he went there in 1921. His works are also
peppered with the names of other writers, serious and
popular, and with titles and quotations from their stories
and poems.
He knew where everything was at Princeton (or at
least where it had been before the war), and in his early

James 1. W. West III, Distinguished Professor of English at Pennsylvania State University, is General Editor of the Cambridge Edition
of the Works ofF. Scott Fitzgerald. His most recent book is William
Styron: ALife.1his article reprinted from '!beAmerican Scholar, Volume 69, Number 2, Spring 2000, with the kind permission of '!be
American Scholarand the author. Copyright © 2000 byJames 1. W.
West III.
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writings he frequently moved his characters across that
campus. He set other early fiction in central Manhattan of
the teens and twenties, at TIffany's and Brooks Brothers,
Delmonico's and the Yale Club, the Vanderbilt and the
Plaza and the Waldorf-Astoria-and at a great many other
places that have long since vanished from the New York
scene. And toward the middle of his career, he set some
of his best short stories in his hometown of St. Paul,
Minnesota, as it had existed during his boyhood, from
about 1900 to 1912.
The humble editor is thus presented with some problems. How much of this needs to be identified and explained? For whom should it be glossed? How thoroughly
should it be annotated? Does one engage in litenuy interpretation, pointing out how references and allusions fit
and function in the stories, or does one give only the facts?
Deciding what and for whom and how much to annotate causes some serious head scratching.
First, how much needs to be identified? How much
do people really need to know? For example, do readers
need to be told about the chariot-race sign on Broadway,
mentioned in chapter 1 of This Side o/Paradise? It's safe
to say that people who read the novel today have no idea
what the chariot-race sign on Broadwaywas. Most of these
people, all the same, probably read the novel with normal comprehension, understanding the major themes,
characters, and motives. Perhaps they don't really need to
know about the chariot-race sign.
But the reference does matter, and learning what
Fitzgerald had in mind when he used it does add something to one's understanding of the story. Amory Blaine,
the protagonist of This Side o/Paradise, sees the sign during a trip to New York City during his first year at St.
Regis', an eastern prep school at which he is unhappy. The
boys there have ostracized him for his vanity and selfabsorption, and he is a pariah. Amory goes to the city in
February to see George M. Cohan in The Little Millionaire,
a rags-to-riches musical on Broadway. Amory has been
in New York before, but always during the day. "This
time he saw it by electric light," the narrator tells us, "and
romance gleamed from the chariot-race sign on Broadway and from the women's eyes at the Astor."
One understands about "the women's eyes at the

New York's Herald Square, c. 1910. To young Amory Blaine, the protagonist of This Side
of Paradise, "romance gleamed" from the Fiery Chariot Race sign, with its twenty
thousand flashing lightbulbs. For today's readers, a scholar editing the collected works
of F. Scott Fitzgerald must explain the sign's special allure. (Broadway & 34th Street,
Photograph c. 1910, Museum of the City of New York, Byron Collection, 93.1.1.10808.
©Museum of the City of New York.)
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Astor," but why should "romance gleam" from a sign?
What was special about this particular sign? Some digging
reveals that the chariot-race sign was the largest and most
famous of the newfangled electric signs then being erected
in Manhattan. It sat atop the Hotel Nonnandie at ~ and
Broadway, overlooking Herald Square. Inspired by General Lew Wallace's best-selling novel, Ben-Hur, the apparatus was formally titled "The Fiery Chariot Race in New
York." Measuring sixty by ninety feet, it depicted the famous race from the novel, with horses and chariots and
charioteers speeding around an arena at a furious gallopan illusion created by rapidly flashing colored lights. Dust
whirls rose from beneath the horses' hoofs, and flames
belched from braziers at either side, giving a lurid glow
to the surrounding area on Broadway. Usually there was
a crowd of tourists at the spot, gawking up at the bright
tableau. It was written about in newspapers and magazines, and journalists were fond of noting details about
its workings. It employed some twenty thousand
lightbulbs that flashed twenty-five hundred times a minute;
it contained seventy thousand electrical connections and
half a million feet of wire.
But "The Fiery Chariot Race in New York" did more
than entertain tourists: it was ftrst and foremost an advertising vehicle. One could rent time on the sign, which
flashed out a series of advertising slogans along its top,
the whole sequence of ads taking about ten minutes from
start to ftnish. Thus as spectators watched the chariots and
charioteers, they were urged to buy this or that variety of
toothpaste or hair oil, or a popular brand of auto tire or
perfume or underwear.
I had fun collecting this information. I even found
several photographs of the sign. It was a predecessor of
the Camel cigarette sign that I recall from Times Square
of the early sixties (it blew smoke rings-remember?) and
of the enormous Calvin Klein billboards there in more
recent years. But does the chariot-race sign have any signillcance in Fitzgerald's novel? I think it does. Here are
some possibilities: When Amory sees it, he is miserable at
St. Regis' and has come to the city for escape. The huge,
flashing chariot-race sign must epitomize for him the glamour of New York, which both soothes and energizes him.
He decides, then and there, to make his mark on the city.
And it's signiftcant that a few years later he'll tly to score
his success, initially, as a writer of advertising slogans,
exactly the sort of verbiage that's flashing across the
chariot-race sign.
Readers will recall that Amory's ftrst and only employment in the novel is writing jingles at an ad agency.
He fails at that job and, as a consequence, loses Rosalind
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Connage, the young woman he adores. She chooses
wealth and social position over love, marrying a rich boy
named Dawson Rider. This is the ftrst statement in all of
Fitzgerald's writings of one of his great themes: the authority of money, its power to subvert genuine love and
human feeling. Because Amory has little money and cannot sell himself in the ad game, he cannot win the golden
girl. What better symbol of commerce, early in the novel,
than a looming, glittering, electric advertising sign on
Broadway--;xlired in Fitzgerald's sentence with the alluring
eyes of the women at the Hotel Astor?
Perhaps it's also important that the chariot-race sign
took its inspiration from a phenomenally successful novel,
Ben-Hur, since Amory has ambitions to be a writer. In fact,
Amory's creator, Scott Fitzgerald, sitting in the attic of
his parents' home in St. Paul and inscribing these words
on his manuscript sheet, was trying to make his mark by
writing a novel that would (and, in fact, did) enjoy a run
on the best-seller lists, just as Ben-Hur had And ftnally, for
people who savor coincidences, it's interesting that
Fitzgerald would later, while in Europe in the mid-1920s,
become friendly with the screen star Carmel Myers and
with other movie people in Rome who were ftlming the
ftrst version of Ben-Hur. He visited the movie set several
times and used material from those visits in Tender Is the
Night.
It's obvious that one can spin out the possible significance of one of these annotations to considerable length.
But how much of this belongs in a scholarly edition? How
much will Cambridge University Press allow or the reader
need? If one has dug up the information, then the temptation is strong to put it all in-and to interpret it. My
decision for This SideqfParadise, though, was to stick pretty
much to the facts, giving details about the chariot-race sign
but not mentioning Amory's job as a writer of ad copy
or Fitzgerald's visits to the Ben-Hurmovie set. Nor did I
attempt in the annotation to present the chariot-race sign
as a symbol of anything. However, as I prepared notes
for the stories in Flappers and Philosophers and Tales o/the
Jazz Age, the two volumes that follow in the series, I
changed my approach a little and began to slip in a few
hints about how a reference might illuminate a passage.
One must be careful not to explicate too much, not to
cue the reader too insistently; but a little guidance can be
useful.
How much can the editor assume that readers will
know? It all depends on who those readers are envisioned
as being. Is one annotating only for Fitzgerald specialists
and people with PhD.'s in American literature? Surely not:
Fitzgerald has a great many readers outside academe.

Then should the audience be thought of as American
readers only, or British readers as well? It makes a difference. Is the base audience composed of teachers and
academics, or graduate students, or undergraduates? Or
is one annotating for educated lay readers or, more
broadly, for people all over the world who are interested
in Fitzgerald's work? The answer, as I conceive it, is that
one is annotating for all of these audiences simultaneously,
and not least for the international readers, since Fitzgerald
has quite large followings in Europe, Asia, and elsewhere.
However, editors who address such large audiences
end up including rather many notes and identifications. This
can get you in trouble with reviewers who want something to carp about and who fix on the issue of overannotation. If you push the line and include, for example,
a note identifying Woodrow WIlson, then you risk the ire
of the reviewer who says: "Good lord, everyone knows
who Woodrow Wilson was!" The truth, though, is that
everyone doesn't. An informal questionnaire administered
recently to some bright young PhD. candidates in American Lit revealed that all of them knew Wilson to have been
a president of the United States, but only a third knew
when he had been president, and none knew that he had
been president of Princeton before he was president of
the United States-which, of course, was what interested
Fitzgerald. And there are surely many readers in Italy or
Japan or India (significant markets for these Fitzgerald
editions) who know even less about the twenty-eighth
president of our country. Therefore, I glossed Woodrow
WIlson and ducked.
If I catch some criticism, I'll have to decide how to
respond Some editors become genuinely irritated by complaints about over-annotation, and these editors strike
back. One editor friend of mine, weary of grousing from
British reviewers that he was annotating too much, included the following identification for a reference by his
author: '1esus Christ: Son of God; born Bethlehem, B.C.
00; died Jerusalem, A.D. 33." When challenged, my friend
replied quite blandly that many of his poet's contemporary readers were Muslims or Buddhists and that they
needed the help.
One must also consider the shelf life of these editions. One hopes that they will last for quite a long time,
that they will reside in library stacks for at least the rest of
the centuty, and that they will endure even longer in digital records, if paper-and-ink books eventually do disappear. One must therefore think ahead. How many readers
in 2099 will be able to identify Woodrow Wilson, much
less the chariot-race sign on Broadway? Not many.
Fitzgerald liked to make lists. Here's one I made of

references in his writings that might need glossing. How
many people today can identify Three-Finger Brown (a
pitcher for the Cubs), Robert Hugh Benson (a Catholic
apologist), Edward Carpenter (a British reformer), Ralph
Adams Cram (the architect whose ftrm designed the collegiate Gothic buildings on the Princeton campus),
Donald Hankey (a British soldier/author who served in
World War I), Daniel Florence Cohalan (an American
judge who favored revolution by the Irish), Lady Diana
Manners (an English beauty used as a model by Evelyn
Waugh and Nancy Mitford), Gaby Deslys (a dancer
known for her jewel collection and her romantic connections with royalty), or Anna Held (a headliner in the
Ziegfeld Follies, famous for her milk baths)? They're all
mentioned in Fitzgerald's early stories and novels. All were
part of the daily skin-wash of journalism and celebrity
gossip that flowed around and over his readers.
How about the following lobster palaces and rooftop restaurants in postwar New York: The Midnight
Frolic, Devinieres, Bistolary's, The Cocoanut Grove (not
the nightclub from the fifties but the one from the twenties), the Palais Royal, Montmartre, and Sans Soud? Which
of those nightspots were upmarket and which were
downscale? In which one did Gilda Gray dance the
shimmy? Did she invent the dance, or did Mae West? How,
in fact, did one do the shimmy?
Where was Brooks Brothers located in 1914? Where
on Fifth Avenue was Tiffany's in 1922? When did the Yale
Club move to its present location at Vanderbilt and 44th?
Did Stonewall Jackson really suck on lemons during
the battle of Chancellorsville? What was important about
the battle of Cooteau-Thierry, and what exactly was the
False Armistice? When did Prohibition actually go into
effect? Were Fatimas a variety of cigarettes or a brand
of cookies? How did a cut-out muffler work, and what
was a motometer? What was in bad taste about wearing
"an extreme Empire gown" to a small-town dinner party?
(Answer: too much decollete.) What was special about
Mae Murray's clothes? About Gloria Swanson's nose? Why
was it a mark of high social status to have a Manhattan
telephone number with a Rhinelander, Plaza, or Circle
exchange? And what exactly was a Prince of Wales suit?
These things keep me awake at night. Here's another.
What were the differences among the Floradora Girl, the
Gibson Girl, and the Djer-Kiss Girl? All three appear in
Fitzgerald's writings: all were models of female beauty
between 1900 and 1925, but their images were quite different, and Fitzgerald mentions them to imply things
about characters in his stories.
The Floradora Girls were popular on Broadway early
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The self-assured Gibson Girl represented
a newer woman. A generation later came
the Djer-Kiss girl, below. Her cosmetics
accented her nymphlike charm.

Changing ideals offemininity, 1900-1925. Above, the Floradora Girls,
whose hit song began, "Tell me, pretty maiden, are there any more at
home like you? I There are afew. ... " Afew married millionaires.
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in the new century. They appeared in the British musical

Floradora, which opened in New York in 1900, and they
epitomized a rather buxom ideal of female beauty. The
Floradora Girls were six in number; they wore high-collared, frilly dresses and picture hats, and sometimes they
carried parasols. At the high point of the show, they promenaded on stage with six swains in ascots and top hats,
the group singing the hit song "Tell Me Pretty Maiden."
Women in the sextette often had later successes in the
theater, or married millionaires; one of the girls in the show,
in fact, was Evelyn Nesbit, who caught Stanford White's
eye and later snagged Harry K 1haw.
The Gibson Girl was quite different. Most people
probably know a little about her: she was the creation of
the illustrator Charles Dana Gibson, whose pen-and-ink
drawings of her appeared in the old Life magazine, in
albums, on wall posters, and even on pillows and scarves.
The Gibson Girl had upswept hair, aristocratic features,
a long neck, and strong shoulders. Often she was pictured
in a high-collared shirtwaist and long skirt, with a golf
club or tennis racquet in hand. She represented something quite different from the Floradora Girl: the Gibson
Girl was a newer woman, more arch and self-assured,
slightly masculinized, confident of her place in society, and
not much impressed by the young men who pursued her.
The Djer-Kiss Girl was something else again. She appeared in magazine advertisements for Djer-Kiss, a line
of perfume and women's toiletries from Kerkoff of
Paris. The Djer-Kiss Girl, as drawn by the artist Malaga
Grenet, was epicene and nymphlike; often she was pictured applying cosmetics before a mirror. She was typical of one feminine ideal of the twenties; she had much
in common with the dancer Irene Castle, of Castle Walk
fame, who was trig and boyish, with a flat bustline,
bobbed hair, and a well-powdered nose.
Fitzgerald mentioned the Floradora Girl or the
Gibson Girl or the Djer-Kiss Girl quite deliberately in his
stories and novels. Each mention adds to atmosphere or
characterization, and each suggests a period of about eight
or ten years during which that girl was a model for female beauty. Fitzgerald must have been confident that his
readers would pick up the references, and of course they
would have in the 1920s, but they might not today. 1hat's
where the scholarly annotator must step in.
Where does one find the information for these notes?
Anywhere and everywhere-in encyclopedias and reference books, if one is lucky, but often it's necessary to locate old Baedekers or to fmd maps and train schedules
from eighty years ago. One must travel to libraries--frequently to the New York Public Library (both the main

branch at Fifth and 42nd and the Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center), or to the Mudd Library at
Princeton, where the university archives are kept One telephones college alumni associations or pages through art
books in search of period advertisements. Sometimes one
hires researchers in Long Island or Minnesota to look
through historical society records, or one orders sheet
music for popular songs of the teens and twenties. And
endlessly, it seems, one spools through microfilm reels of
the New Yom Times.
Sometimes it feels like donkey work, faintly absurd
and a little declasse. Editors who annotate John Milton,
for example, get to write learned notes about biblical
scripture and English history, about the Smectymnian
Controversy and the Manichaean Heresy. An editor of
Fitzgerald, by contrast, must summarize the plot ofMary
Ware, The Little Colonel:S- Chum or explain how a detachable collar worked or tell how to play double-dummy
mah-jongg.
There are plenty of intellectually respectable allusions
in Fitzgerald: I've written glosses for Heraclitus, Hume,
and Bergson; for Samuel Butler, Samuel Pepys, and Samuel
Johnson; for Byron, Tennyson, and Wilde; for Renan,
Bourget, and Verlaine; for Trotsky and Kerensky; for the
two Aaron Burrs, father and son; and for Blackjack
Pershing and Light-Horse Harry Lee (a Princeton alum).
But nearly any academic can write competent notes on
these figures. It's a considerable challenge, on the other
hand, to gloss a tune like "I Ain't Gonna Give Nobody
None 0' This Jelly Roll," a 1919 ditty made famous by
Sidney Bechet and His New Orleans Feet Warmers. (And
do I explain the double entendre in the title?)
Speaking of double entendre, a good deal of it is created by the changed meanings of words and phrases that
Fitzgerald used in the twenties and thirties. When he describes a fifteen-year-old charmer, in one of the Basil
Duke Lee stories, as "a veteran of many affairs," he naturally means flirtations. Must the plodding editor explain
this? And what about the prom-trotter in Fitzgerald's famous tale "May Day" who, at a Yale alumni dance at
Delmonico's, is "kissed once and made love to six times"
before midnight? Try to gloss that one without appearing foolish.
There are compensations, though. Preparing these annotations gives one new respect for Fitzgerald's range of
knowledge, which extended from serious literature and
philosophy to European and American history to contemporary politics to popular music and dance to the
Broadway stage. Some of his allusions in his early works,
especially in This Side ofParadise, are faked, but he was
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young when he wrote that book. As he grew older, he
read and traveled and became a good deal more sophisticated. He turned into a magpie, picking up a great array
of knowledge and experience and using it in his fiction.
These annotations allow one to track his intellectual
progress.
Why perform this labor? Whom does it serve? One
hopes that it helps readers, that it enlarges their understanding of the novels and stories of this fine writer. Full sets
of annotations are printed in the Cambridge hardcover
editions, and shorter versions are included in the Scribner
paperbacks of the major texts. The notes are for readers
everywhere and are meant to accomplish what such notes
have always been intended to do: to help re-create the
social and popular milieu of a time, to identify literary
allusions, to explain forgotten manners and mores-to
give access to the mind and the times of the writer who

created these narratives. The notes will point scholars and
biographers in new directions; they will give critics different things to talk about. And the notes will be helpful
to teachers, who can use them to add color and detail to
their lectures---or to show off.
There are important cruxes in Fitzgerald's texts-the
dash at the end of This Side ojParadise, for example, or
the orgastic!orgiastic variant in The Great Gatsby, or the
two versions of Tender Is the Nzght-but speaking generally, one doesn't fmd the kinds of editorial interference
or bowdlerization in Fitzgerald that one fmds in Dreiser,
Faulkner, and Hemingway. It might tum out, then, that
the major contribution these Cambridge editions will
make to the study of Fitzgerald, besides gathering all of
his writings in one series, will be to annotate them thoroughly-to re-create, as successfully as such efforts can,
the intellectual and social world of Mr. Fitzgerald.

Applications for 30th Institute for the Editing ofHistorlcal
Docwnents
Contingent on funding, the thirtieth annual Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents will be held June
18-23, 2001, in Madison, Wisconsin. Jointly sponsored by the National Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC), the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, and the University of Wisconsin, the Institute will
provide detailed theoretical and practical instruction in documentary editing and publication.
The Institutes have been extraordinarily productive, providing training to more than five hundred participants to date. Many of these are heading or have headed important documentary publication projects, and many
others have worked as full-time historical editors. Institute graduates also include college and university faculty, editors of state historical publications and staff editors of other publications, archivists, manuscript librarians, government historians, and graduate students from many universities. The fifteen to eighteen interns meet every morning
and most afternoons for lectures and presentations by experienced editors. Three resident advisors will be available
for consultation during the term of the Institute.
The 2001 faculty and their topics are: Michael Stevens (State Historical Society of Wisconsin), introduction
to documentary editing; Leslie Rowland (Freedmen and Southern Society Project), transcription; Esther Katz (Margaret Sanger Papers), choosing for a selective edition, selecting a copytext, promoting an edition, and fundraising;
Richard L. Leffler (Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution), annotation; John P. Kaminski
(Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution), indexing and publishing an edition; and Robert
Rosenberg (The Papers of Thomas A Edison), electronic publishing. John Kaminski, Esther Katz, and Leslie Rowland
will serve as the resident advisors.
There will be no charge for tuition. Single accommodations for the interns are provided at no cost in the
Wisconsin Center Guest House on the University of Wisconsin campus. The Guest House is run much like a hotel
and is two blocks from the State Historical Society, where the daily meetings are held.
Application to the Institute is competitive, with numerous applicants every year from all over the country.
Further information and application forms are available from the NHPRC, National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, DC 20408; phone 202-501-5610; e-mail: nhprc@arch1.nara.gov. The application deadline is March 15, 2001.
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The Association for Documentary Editing
Annual Meeting
October 5-7, 2000
Berkeley, California

The ADE'S annual meeting will be held Thursday to Saturday, October 5-7, in Berkeley, California.
The registration fee for forms postmarked after 8 September and for those registering at the convention in
Berkeley is $55.
The conference has been moved from the location previously announced. All sessions will be held in the Hotel
Shattuck Plaza. The hotel, located at 2086 Allston Way, Berkeley, California 94704, is next to the University of CaliforniaBerkeley campus and to a BART stop. It is surrounded by restaurants, bookstores, and all the charms of the authentic,
historic Berkeley community. The ADE room rate is $109 and is available until September 13. The toll-free numbers
for reservations are (within California) 800-742-8825 and (from outside California) 800-237-5359. The local number is

510-845-7300.
On Thursday, October 5, a reception will be held from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.rn., at the Bancroft Library located
in the heart of the stunning UC Berkeley campus. It will be hosted by the Bancroft Library, the Emma Goldman
Papers, and the Mark Twain Papers. A light buffet will be offered, and attendees will have the opportunity to browse
the library displays. Opportunities for further exploration of the library's resources can be arranged for those who are
interested.
Friday morning's famous breakfast buffet (formerly the Women's Interest Network breakfast), will be held at
the hotel, and is open to all conference attendees. It will be hosted by Alfred Bendixen, the Executive Director of the
American Literature Association, who will present "Archival Gleanings: The Examples of Charlotte Perkins Gilman,
Mary E. WIlkins Freeman, and Edith Wharton." The buffet will begin at 7:45. Menu information and price will be
noted on the registration form.
The conference banquet will be held at the hotel from 7:00 to 9:00 on Friday evening, preceded by a reception
with a cash bar at 6:00. Menu information and price will be noted on the registration form.The banquet will be
followed by the annual ADE presidential reception, which all conference attendees are welcome to attend.
On Saturday afternoon, follOwing the final lectures of the conference, there will be a two-hour cruise of the bay
with historical narration aboard the Empress Hornblower yacht starting at 12:45. Breathtaking views of the San Francisco
skyline, the Golden Gate Bridge and Angel Island are too spectacular to miss, and the experience should prove to be the
perfect end to your stay in California. The cost is $60 per person which includes a delicious box lunch.
For those staying on for Saturday night we have reserved a block of tickets for "Ragtime: The Musical"-and a
special reception with the actress in the show-you guessed it-who plays Emma Goldman! Tickets are $47.00 for the
Side Balcony and $57.00 for the Balcony.
Upon your arrival at Shattuck Plaza the local arrangements committee will provide information on the wide
range of activities and attractions available in the Bay Area. Surrounded by beautiful countryside, Berkeley and San
Francisco offer some of the best museums, book shops, cafes and restaurants in the country. The Oakland Museum,
which features the art, history, environment and people of California, has offered free admission to conference attendees
with the presentation of ADE identification. A few hours north of Berkeley is the stunning Napa Valley, the heart of
California's wine industry. Many wineries offer free tours and wine tastings. For those members who bring their family,
the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley and the Exploratorium in San Francisco with their hands-on exhibits of
science and technology are a treat for children and adults alike.
October is often a surprisingly lovely month in the Bay Area, with a burst of Indian summer heat and the absence
of summer fog during the days, but with cool and pleasant evenings. Do join us for this very special millennial ADE
conference; the outstanding program oflectures and discussions held in this gorgeous California location should make
this one of the best conferences yet!
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Conference Program
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5
12:00-3:00
1:30-3:30

Registration
Editing the Private Papers of California Writers
Chair: Beverly Wtlson Palmer, Lucretia CojfinMottCorresporuience, Pomona College
"EditlngJohn Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath Journal," Robert DeMott, Ohio University
"Rock and Hawk: The Letters of Robinson and Una Jeffers," James Karman, California State University, Chico
"'Scarce as Hen's Teeth': The Letters of Frank Nonis," Jesse S. Crisler, TheFrankNorrisBiographyProjec~ Brigham
Young Uniwtsity

4:00
6:00--8:00

Business Meeting
Reception, The Bancroft Library, UniversityofCalifornia

7:30--8:45

The ADE Breakfast

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6

9:00-10:30

"Archival Gleanings: The Examples of Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, and Edith
Wharton," Alfred Bendixen, Executive Director, American Literature Association, California State University,
LosAngeles
Documentary Editing in the DigitalAge: How to Use a Comprehensive Electronic Edition for Fun,
Profit, and Survival
Chair: Larry I. Bland, George Catlett Marshall Papers, Virginia Military Institute
"The Electronic Emerson: Editing the Emerson Brothers' Correspondence in the Digital Age," Ronald A.
Bosco, SUNY atAlbany, andJoelMyerson, University ofSouth Carolina
"A Needle in a Haystack: Intellectual Access and Full Text Documents," Elizabeth H. Dow, UniversityofVermont
"Content or Context? Dollars versus Sense in Documentary Editions," David R. Chesnutt, University of South Carolina

10:30
Coffee break
11:00-12:30 DocwnentaryScholarshipintheBayArea

1:45-3:30

3:30
4:00-5:30

Chair: Candace FaIk, Emma GoldmanPapers, University ofCalifornia, Berkeley
"Editing Dead Reptiles: The Tebtunis Papyri at the University of California, Berkeley," Anthony Bliss, The
BancroftLibrary
"Hucklebery Finn Again," Robert H. Hirst, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library
"Who Owns Martin Wher King,Jr.? Issues of Editing an Icon," CIaybome Carson, TbeKing PapersProject, StanfOrd University
Recent Developments in the Fashioning ofElectronic Databases
Chair: Theodore J. Crackel, Papers ofthe War Departmen~ 1784-1800, East Stroudsburg University
"Hypertextile Scholarship: An Electronic Edition of the Bayeux Tapestry," Martin K. Foys, Florida State University
"Opening the Archive: Digitizing The New Age," Carol DeBoer-langworthy, Brown University Departments of
English andModern Culture& Media
"'Electric Reciprocations': Building a Digital Walt Whitman Archive," Kenneth M. Price, University ofNebraska, Lincoln

Coffee break
The Book, the Byte, and the Bread
A forum for defining the issues facing documentary editing, editors, and funding agencies in the immediate future.
Reception (cash bar)

6:00
7:00
9:00

Banquet
Presidential Reception

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7
8:00-9:30
8:00-9:30
9:30-11:30

Individual conferences withNEH and NHPRC representatives (register at front desk of the Radisson)
ADE committee meetings
Editing the Spanish Southwest
Chair/Commentator: Diana Hadley, Senior Editor, Documentary Relations ofthe Southwest, Arizona State Museum,
University ofArizona
"The Importance of Style: Translating Spanish Colonial Documents," Tracy Duvall, Assistant Curator of
Ethnohistory, Arizona State Museum, UniversityofArizona
"Historical Context and the Muster Roll of the Coronado Expedition, 1540-1542," Richard Flint, Research Assistant Professor of History, and Shirley Cushing Flint, Instructor of History, New Mexico Highlands University
"Editing the Documents of the Oiiate Entrada into New Mexico, 1598-1601," Jerry Craddock, Professor of Spanish
and Romance Philology and Prograrn Director, Research CenterforRomanceStudies, University ifCalifornia, ~ley

11:30
12:45-3:00
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Annual Meeting adjourns
Tour of San Francisco Bay
Evening Performance of Ragtime, San Francisco
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A REVIEW

Anglo-I atin's Scholarlyeolleagues: Editing the
Oxford MedievalTexts
ELAINE E. WHITAKER

7beBookoftheFoundationofWaldenMonastery. DianaGreenwayand
Leslie Watkiss, ed. and trans. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999. !xxiv
+ 219 pp. $75.00 (cloth), ISBN 0-1982-0330-6.

T

eBookcfthe Foundation o/WaldenMonas!ery
contains at least two stories. The ove~ stoty is
of marginalized medieval monks uymg to secure their assets. This stoty-told in Latin with a translation on facing pages, normalized spelling, and
twentieth-centuty punctuation-makes a lively read for
anyone interested in human behavior. It concerns a twe1fthcentuty nobleman who founds an abbey using some of
his least promising land, subsequently gets himself excommunicated and then killed in a pique over injustices done
to him, and is succeeded by an array of kin, including a
presumed bastard (Geoffrey fitz Peter), who allegedly
subtract rather than add to the prestige of the abbey. A
heroic though not flawless prior appeals surreptitiously
to the king, securing Walden's status as a monastety rather
than an abbey and also securing the wrath of the remaining kin of the founder. All this information comes to us
in the voice of someone who seems as familiar with these
events as the biblical author was with David's conduct
toward Bathsheba and Uriah the Hittite.
The covert stoty is of late-twentieth-centuty scholars
striving to transrnit Anglo-Latin texts in scholarly editions
and translations. The Oxford Medieval Texts series, the
continuation of Nelson's Medieval Texts, specializes in the
publication of documents that both students and scholars need. As Barbara Harvey wrote for Oxford University Press's web site, "a stated aim of the series [is] to
publish 'Latin texts pertinent to the cultural histoty of
medieval Europe.'" In doing so, Oxford Medieval Texts
recognizes that some members of its target audience lack

Robert R. Raymo and Elaine E. Whitaker's edition of Stephen
Scrope's The Mirroure ofthe Worlde(with Ruth E. Sternglantz) is
forthcoming from The Medieval Academy of America. Whitaker is
an associate professor of English at the University of Alabama at
Binningham, where she is eew@uab.edu.

facility with the languages of the Middle Ages. As a result
of the hybrid audience, volumes such as The Book o/the
Foundation cfWaldenManastery simultaneously contain too
much and too little for an individual reader. For example,
readers of Medieval Latin may fmd Leslie Watkiss's description of the author's style obvious. At the same time,
anyone reading only the facing-page translation will benefit from this same description. For me, expanded access
to the physical evidence--two late-sixteenth-centuty transcriptions of a document apparently composed no earlier than the last decade of the twelfth centuty-would
have been useful. The materials Greenway and Watkiss
have furnished on pages lxvii--lxxiii are tantalizing.
More important than quibbles about the desire for
thorough bibliographical description is appreciation for
the teamwork that has produced The Book o/the Foundation o/Walden Monastery. I found this part of the covert
stoty as fascinating and considerably more praiseworthy
than the machinations of the medieval monks whose efforts the editors have preserved. Evidence of the activities of Oxford Medieval Texts' editors suggests that their
achievements occur over time and within a context of
collegial trust and probably friendship. This evidence begins in Walden Monastery's preface, jointly written by
Greenway and Watkiss. After crediting a third scholar,
now deceased, with inspiring Watkiss to begin the process of editing and translation, they describe how Watkiss
brought his efforts to the general editors of Oxford
Medieval Texts in 1989 and then concurred with the editors that Greenway should become his "collaborating
historian" (v).
At that point, Diana Greenway would have finished
co-editing Jocelin's Chronicle o/the Abbey o/Bury St.
Edmunds but would not yet have completed her edition
and translation of the HistorlaAnglornm, a scholarly labor
that exceeds nine hundred pages. Begun in 1978, the
HistoriaAnglornm reached the Oxford Medieval Texts'
shelf list in 1996. It includes an extraordinarily helpful
description of forty-five important manuscripts and an
excellent explanation of their collation. Furthermore,
Greenway takes exception to one aspect of Oxford
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Medieval Texts' editorial practices, giving her rationale as
the need to maintain the character of the copytext (clxiv).
In addition to dedicating her edition of HistoriaAnglornm
to Christopher Brooke, Greenway expresses appredation
for twenty-nine individuals, together with "the Fellows and
students" of Clare Hall, Cambridge, and "my colleagues
and students" at the Library of the Institute of Historical
Research, School of Advanced Study, University of London, in her preface. The latter receive praise for their
''wisdom and good humour" (vii). Time, friendships, and
a deeply scholarly respect for the past have yielded excellent results. It is a pattern already well established by
Greenway in her role as one of two "correctors" of
Johnson's edition and translation of Richard fitz Nigel for
Oxford Medieval Texts, where she had become a general editor in 1975.
Like Greenway, Leslie Watkiss has edited multiple
Latin texts. In the introduction to one of these (Sallust's
BeUumlugurthinum, an edition prepared for students in the
sixth form through those at university), Watkiss acknowledges helpful published scholarship dating from 1881
through 1964 but appears to be working in isolation. He
is a former Head of Classics at the Royal Liberty School,
Romford, and was resident at Waltham Abbey when he
completed the preface for Sallust's Bellum Iugurthinum. In
his subsequent connection with Oxford Medieval Texts,
Watkiss has worked in various partnerships. At present,
he is one of three collaborators preparing Thomas
Walsingham's ChronicaMaiora (Hatvey, "WWW.oup). With
Marjorie Chibnall, he previously edited The Waltham
Chronicle. The preface of The Waltham Chronicletelis a story
similar to that behind the edition and translation of Walden
Monastery, with Watkiss beginning alone, having the project
recommended to Oxford Medieval Texts, then receiving
a partner. Again, the general editors-at that time, Diana
Greenway, Barbara Harvey, and Michael Lapidge-and
other professional friends made generous scholarly contributions that demonstrate the respect of all concerned
for the proper transmission of Anglo-Latin documents.
The year 2000 may be crucial for Oxford Medieval
Texts, as Barbara Harvey has passed her general editorship
on to one of her students, John Blair (Gelling, e-mail
forwarded by Mastromarino). His understanding of his
inheritance seems clear, however, from the introduction
to Harvey's festschrift, which Blair and Brian Golding
edited. To this festschrift, the late Jennifer Loach contributed a sketch of Barbara Harvey that concluded with
praise for her "conscientiousness," "industry," "great
modesty," "integrity," and "sense of fun" (3), I reprint this
lavish and specific praise for Barbara Harvey because I
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Leslie Watkiss and Diana Greenway, editors of The Book of
the Foundation of Walden Monastery.

suspect it can be applied in whole or in part to the editors of TheBookcftheFoundationcfWa1denMonasteryand
to their other colleagues. Perusing the pages of WaldenMonastery, one feels as if a colleague has just called attention
to something unexpected yet crucial to an understanding
of the Middle Ages. As Mildred Leake Day, an independent scholar and friend whose assessment of Walden
Monastery I sought, put it, "One quick note: on page 67,
the king's justiciar is called upon to settle rival claims between the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of
London. He calls for twelve knights to hear the caseone of the very earliest examples of Henry II's innovation of calling a jury to make a just decision. That single
paragraph was worth reading the entire manuscript."
Returning to a consideration of the editorial practices
of The Book cfthe Foundation ofWaldenMonastery and of
Oxford Medieval Texts generally, one might ask, "What's
a fellow to do when only a handful of folks understand
and/or value his work?" In his preface to Sallust's Bellum
Iugurthinum, Leslie Watkiss writes of "the decline in the regard for Latin in the school curriculum over the last few
decades" (v). Rumor has it, furthermore, that those attracted to Medieval Latin are more marginalized than classical scholars are. As Wmnie the Pooh might have put it,
Latin is not as "thingish" as it once was. Nevertheless, I
consider my own lack of decent Latin reprehensible and,
therefore, greet these normalized texts and modem trans-

lations with respect and gratitude. I defer here to Mildred
Leake Day, who specializes in Anglo-Latin Arthurian
materials. Commenting on the quality of the translation,
she writes: "I have only the highest compliments to give
this edition/translation. The English prose is phrase by
phrase, and yet avoids the stiffuess that careful Latin reading will produce. The rhetoric and sentence structure are
much like that of the Latin of the Gawain story that I
worked with (not surprising since the period of the two
works is similar)." In other words, the editors have fulfilled their own objective "to produce a translation which,
though strictly faithful to the Latin text, is at the same time
true to modem idiom, and therefore, it is hoped, will be
read with ease" (lxxili).
The editors of Oxford Medieval Texts have probably rightly concluded that the preponderance of their
readers are not too concerned with statements about
abbreviations, word division, capitalization, or punctuation in the copy text. Almost all these interesting matters
are subsumed in WaidenMonastery to the statement that
the guidelines for the series have been followed. Like milk
for the sixth-form student, the edition is homogenized
for easy digestion. It is an understandably pragmatic decision but one that leaves documentary editors wishing
to ask questions over tea. Though taking tea with the Press
was impractical, Mark Mastromarino, review editor for
Documentary Editing, kindly made inquiries on my behalf.
A clause from Loach's tribute to Barbara Harvey may
apply to Oxford Medieval Texts' editorial practices as well:
"it will surely be the financial accounts that reveal most"
( 3). Typographically indicating textual detail rather than
normalizing a text has financial consequences either for
the scholar or the press, apart from whatever effect it may
have on casual readers. In addition, for the editors of The
BookiftheFoundationifWa1denMonasferytD have included
a plate of a manuscript page-a practice that provides
some of the information that interests textual scholars-would have added to production costs. Although some
Oxford Medieval Texts' editions do include such plates,
in the case of WaidenMonastery, the lateness of the surviving documents is sufficient reason to exclude them. In fact,
the editors are to be commended for their ability to read
sixteenth-century hands and also to grasp twelfth-century
manorial history; they need not be faulted for excluding
illustration of their copy text (London, British Library,
Cotton MS Vespasian E. vi, folios 25r-71v). Documentary editors might, however, give thought to the ways in
which information about acts of documentary editing can
be exchanged among those who believe it is important
to know such things.
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Diana Hadley Honored
Diana W. Hadley, of the Documentary Relations
of the Southwest, has been given the Alene Dunlap
Smith Award by the Tucson-Pima County Historical Commission. The award was given to honor
Hadley's years ofleadership in historic preservation
in Arizona.
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Recent Editions
COMPILED BY MARK A. MASTROMARINO
This quarterly feature provides an annotated bibliography of current documentary editions published on subjects in the fields of American and
British history, literature, and culture and is generally restricted to scholarly first editions of English-language works. To have publications
included in future lists, please send full bibliographic citations to Mark A. Mastromarino, 3696 Green Creek Road, Schuyler, VA 22969; Fax
(call first): (804) 831-1265; E-mail: mamastro@juno.com

ANTIN, MARY. Selected Letters ofMary Antin. Edited by
Evelyn Salz. Writing American Women Series. Syracuse,
N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 2000. 186 pp. $29.95.
ISBN: 0-8156-0607-9. This volume documents the life
of the Russian-born American writer (1881-1949) who
was active inJewish literary circles in Boston and New
York and is best known for her autobiography, The Promm/l£:tnd.

BAMFORD, SAMUEL. The Diaries ofSamuel Bamford.
Edited by Martin Hewitt and Robert Poole. New York:
St. Martin's Press, 2000. 418 pp. $55. ISBN 0-312-215983. This first publication of the 1858-1861 diaries commenced by the English working-class radical at the age
of seventy also provides extracts from his letter- and
commonplace books. The edition represents an important source for the social history of the early Industrial
Revolution and the radical movement.
CARLYLE, moMAS. The Norman and Charlotte Strouse
Edition cfthe Writings cfThomas Carlyle. Volmne II: Sartor
Resmtus.. Lffoand OpinionsQ{HelrTet!fe1sdr6:;kh in 'Jhm:&xks.
Edited by Rodger L. Tarr and Mark Engel. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2000. 774 pp. $60. ISBN
0-520-20928-1. First published as a book in Boston in
1836, Carlyle'S previously serialized work inspired the
American Transcendental movement. After its ftrst British book publication in 1838, the work became central to
the Romantic movement and Victorian culture. This edition is the ftrst to depend upon all its extant versions to
create an accurate authorial text. The volume includes a
complete textual apparatus as well as a historical introduction, full critical and explanatory annotation, and fourteen illustrations.

COLERIDGE, SAMUEL TAYLOR. The Collected Works
cfSamuel TaylorColeridge. Voltune XII: Marginalia, Part V
Sherlock to "Unidentified." Edited by H. J. Jackson and
George Whalley. Princeton: Princeton University Press,
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2000.896 pp. $165. ISBN 0-691-09958-8. This edition
of marginalia, when completed, will collect over eight
thousand notes that Coleridge made during his wide reading. In alphabetical order of authors, the notes are presented literatim from the originals whenever the annotated
volumes can be found. Each note is preceded by the
passage of the original text that appears to have provoked
Coleridge's comment, and texts in foreign languages are
followed by translations. The present volume comprises
annotations on more than sixty books, including works
by Spinoza, Swedenborg, Swift, and Tennyson.
CRAM, GEORGE F. Soldiering with Shennan: The Civil War
Letters of George F. Cram. Edited by Jennifer Cain

Bohrnstedt. DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press,
2000. 238 pp. $32. ISBN 0-87580-261-3. These letters of
a young man who left college to become a sergeant in
the 105th Illinois Regiment document the destruction
caused by Union forces during Sherman's March to the
Sea and the end of the ftghting in the East.
DANIELS, NAmAN W. Thank God My Regiment an
~nOne: 7heCivilWi:lrDiaryifClJlonelNathan Wlliniels.

Edited by C. P. Weaver. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 2000. 248 pp. $15.95 (paperback). ISBN
0-8071-2566-0. The text of Daniels's diary 01e was a white
officer of the 2nd Louisiana Native Guards Regiment) is
supplemented with a map, twelve illustrations, and a foreword by Edwin C. Bearss.

DARWIN, CHARIES. Charles Danvin sZoology Notebooks
and SpeCimen Listsfrom H.M.S. Beagle. Edited by R. D.
Keynes. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000. 464 pp. $150. ISBN 0-521-46569-9. The
notes that Darwin took of his observations of animals
and plants provide valuable insights into the intellectual
development of one of the most influential scientists of
all time. Da1v.1in'sjournal ifResearches (1839) clre\v on many
of the notes, but the majority of them have been previ-

ously unpublished and contain the seeds of his theory of
evolution. The volume includes copies of one hundred
of Darwin's sketches and illustrations as well as an introduction and geographic and species indexes.
ELIZABE1H I. Elizabeth L Collected Works. Edited by
Leah S. Marcus, Janel Mueller, and Mary Beth Rose. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000. 470 pp. $40.
ISBN 0-226-50464-6. This volume demonstrates that
Queen Elizabeth was extremely gifted, prolific, and highly
educated and literate in several ancient and modern languages. The works, arranged by genre in chronological
sections, consist of all of her extant full-length speeches,
prayers, and poems, as well as a selection of her letters.
Editorial apparatus includes a preface, annotations, illustrations, a list of documents, and an index of names.
FITZGERAlD, F. SCOIT. F/appe1s and Philosophers, by F
Scott Fitzgerald. Edited byJames 1. W. West m. New York
and Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999. 464
pp. $49.95. ISBN 0-521-40236-0. Originally published in
1920 to capitalize on the success of This Side ofParadise,
Flappers andPhilosopherswas Fitzgerald's first collection of
short fiction. It included "The Offshore Pirate," "Bernice
Bobs Her Hair," "The Ice Palace," and "Benediction,"
presenting his prototypical Jazz-Age heroines, beautiful
and willful young women who became trademarks of
his later fiction. This edition contains fully reedited texts,
a scholarly introduction, textual apparatus, facsimiles of
working drafts and tearsheets, and four appendices.
GREENE, NATHANAEL. The Papers of General
Nathanael Greene. VolumeXI: 7~30September 1782.
Edited by Dennis M. Conrad, Roger N. Parks, Elizabeth
C. Stevens, and Nathaniel N. Shipton. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, for the Rhode Island
Historical Society, 2000. 855 pp. $95. ISBN 0-8078-25514. The 1,032 documents, about three-quarters of which
are abstracted, in this volume of the papers of the Quaker
commander of the Continental Arrny's ill-supplied southern department chiefly concern the military stalemate in
South Carolina following the Patriot victory at Yorktown.
In addition to informative footnotes, the editors have
provided an introduction, chronology, glossary of military terms, maps, contemporary portraits and other illustrations, and a detailed analytical index.

HAY, JOHN. AtLincolns Side:]ohnHays Civil WarCorrespondence and Selected Writings. Edited by Michael
Burlingame. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University

Press, 2000. 320 pp. $39.95. ISBN 0-8093-2293-5. This
third, and the most complete and scholarly, edition ofJohn
Hay's Civil War letters contains 220 letters and telegrams
that show President Abraham Lincoln in action. Along
with the personal correspondence of Lincoln's secretary,
Burlingame presents Hay's SLUViving official letters as well
as some of the letters he composed for Lincoln's signature, including the celebrated Letter of Condolence to the
Widow Bixby. Also collected in the volume are obituaries of Tad Lincoln and others and a previouslyunpublished lecture, "The Heroic Age in Washington."
INMAN, MYRA ADELINE. Myra Inman: A Diary of
the Civil War in East Tennessee. Edited by Wtlliam R. Snell.
Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 2000. 423 pp. $35.
ISBN 0-86554-590-1. This volume documents the coming of age of a young lady (1845-1914) in Cleveland,
Tennessee, from 1859 to 1866. The brief entries record
the daily activities of a member of a relatively well-todo slave-owning family who were Confederate sympathizers, and are chiefly concerned with Inman's social and
religious life and household and school activities. The original seven-volume diary is in the Southern Historical Collection at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
and was transcribed and published in weekly installments
in the ClevelandDaily Bannerin the mid-I900s. This edition
includes an introduction, a city map, photographs, annotations, a family genealogy, an appendix concerning two
of the family's slaves, and an index.
JOHNSON, ANDREW. The Papers ofAndrewjohnson.
Volume XVI: May 186~july 1875. Edited by Paul H.
Bergeron. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2000.
840 pp. $60. ISBN: 1-57233-091-0. This final volume
documents the six years following the former U.S.
president's return to Greeneville and before his death in
mid-1875 and is concerned chiefly with his quest for
political vindication. Johnson engaged in two unsuccessful campaigns in 1869 and 1872, for the U.S. Senate and
a seat in Congress, respectively, before finally winning election in 1875 as a U.S. senator from Tennessee. Johnson's
correspondence of this era is also concerned with the
serious reverses in his personal finances and a nearly fatal
battle with cholera.
KING, MARTIN LUTHER, JR. The Papers ofMartin
LutherKing,jr. Volume IV: Symbol iftheMOU?111ent,january
1957-December 1958. Edited by Clayborne Carson, Susan Carson, Adrienne Clay, Vtrginia Shadron, and Kieran
Taylor. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000. 671
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pp. $50. ISBN 0-520-22231-8. This volume in a monumental series documents the transfonnation of the young
pastor of the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in Montgomery into the most visible symbol of the American civil
rights struggle. In the aftermath of the successful Montgomery bus boycott, King worked to apply his newly
acquired prestige to the establishment of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. An extensive introduction summarizes the significance of this period of King's
life, and the editors also provide a chronology, a calendar of unpublished documents, numerous photographs,
and an index. Helpful editorial headnotes contextualize
each published document, and footnotes provide necessary identifications.
MCDOWELL,
KATHERINE
SHERWOOD
OONNERAShenroodBonnerSampler, 186~1884. What
aBrigh~ Educated, Wary, Lfu:!ly, Snappy Young Woman Can
Say on a VarieryqfTopics. Edited by Anne Razey Gowdy.
Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2000. 520 pp.
$42. ISBN 1-57233-067-8. This delightful volume makes
available to modem readers some of the best writings
of the Mississippi native, Katherine Sherwood Bonner
McDowell (1849-1883), a pioneer in dialect fiction. This
edition includes travel columns, autobiographical sketches,
reports from Reconstruction-era Boston, children's stories, proftles of celebrities, satire, lyrics, and a variety of
short fiction ranging from romantic melodrama to regional
realism. The editor's extensive introductory essay places
the writer and her work in historical, biographical, literary, and cultural context, and the thorough annotations
provide necessary identifications and further helpful information. Other editorial apparatus includes an appendix, bibliography, and index.

to her cost him his pulpit and made her the object of
extreme criticism from family members and friends. Although their personal relationship forms the principal
subject of these letters, the couple also discussed such issues as the growing sectional tensions, national and state
politics, literary figures, church news, slave management
and behavior, and family and community values and attitudes on the eve of the Civil War.
MORE, mOMAS. The Last Letters of Thomas More. Edited by Alvaro de Silva. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2000. 222 pp. $20. ISBN
0-8028-3886-3. This popular edition of the Catholic
martyr's prison correspondence uses, with permission, the
texts of the letters published in Elizabeth Frances Rogers's
Princeton edition of The Com!spondenceqfSir 7homasMore
(1947). The new footnotes merely provide definitions of
archaic words, but identifications and other contextual
information are provided in a back-of-the-book commentary. The editor also includes a readable introduction,
bibliography, index, and redundant glossary.

PERRY, NEIllE M. Woman qfthe Plains: TheJournals and
Stories of Nellie M. Perry. Edited by Sandra Gail
Teichmann. West Texas A&M University Series, No.5.
College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2000. 224
pp. $24.95. 0-89096-935-3. These previously unpublished
journal entries, from 1888, when Nellie M. Perry first visited her brother in the Panhandle, to 1925, provide colorful glimpses into life on the Texas frontier. Perry moved
to Ochiltree County in 1916 and wrote stories and essays
about the people and things she encountered in that new,
wild region of the High Plains. The editor supplements
these texts with a bibliography, index, and photographs
and other illustrations.

MCDOWELL, SALLY, and JOHN MILLER. "If You
Love ThatLady Don't Many Her':' The Courtship Letters of

SaUyMc1JcJlwU andJohnMiller, 18%1856. Edited byThomas E. Buckley, S.]. Columbia: University of Missouri
Press, 2000. 944 pp. $34.95. ISBN 0-8262-1278-6. This
collection of almost five hundred letters between Sally
Campbell Preston McDowell (1821-1895), the eldest
daughter of the late Governor James McDowell of Virginia, and prominent clergyman John Miller (1819-1895),
a widowed Presbyterian minister in Philadelphia with two
young children, documents a successful courtship by mail
as well as the social stigma of divorce in the mid-nineteenth century. Although McDowell was legally divorced
from her first husband, Governor Francis Thomas of
Matyland, in 1846, Miller's announcement of his marriage
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RHEIT, ROBERT BARNWELL. A Fire-Eater Rememb?!s.. TheConfederateMemoircfRobertBarnuEURhett. Edited
by William C. Davis. Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2000. 192 pp. $24.95. ISBN 1-57003-348-X.
Never before published, this personal account of the years
1850 through 1865 by the "Father of Secession" is the
most complete memoir to have survived by any member of South Carolina's Secession Convention or the
Confederate Provisional Congress. The work reveals an
inside view of the separation from the Union and the
founding of the Confederacy. Rhett details the framing
of the Confederate constitution, the daily activities of the
Confederate Congress, and the election of Jefferson
Davis, whose presidency he actively opposed.

ROGERS, WIll. The Papers of Will Rogers. Volume II:
Wtld west and Vaudeville, April1~September 1908. Edited by Arthur Frank Wertheim and Barbara Bair.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2000. 592 pp.
$50. ISBN 0-8061-3267-1. This volume documents the
stage career of one of America's most influential humorists. During the five years covered, Will Rogers made the
transition from Wild West shows to the vaudeville stage
and developed and polished his act, which blended his
homespun humor with his cowboy skills of roping and
horseback riding. Along with Rogers's personal correspondence, including letters to his future wife Betty Blake, the
editors present theater programs, performance reviews,
and newspaper clippings, all prOviding detailed snapshots
of vaudeville at the beginning of the twentieth centUly.
The text is supplemented with forty-eight illustrations.
ROSSETTI, CHRISTINA. The Letters ofChristina Rossetti.
Volume III: 1882-1886. Edited by Anthony H. Harrison.
Victorian Literature and Culture Series. Charlottesville:
University Press of Virginia, 2000. 352 pp. $60. ISBN 08139-1929-0. A major poet of the Victorian era, Rossetti
(1830-1894) lost several important family members during the period covered by this volume, including her
mother, her brother Dante, and a young nephew, as well
as many close friends. Her self-imposed reclusiveness in
the face of these bereavements gave rise to a large correspondence, in which religious matters loomed larger. She
also became more active in her favored causes, including
antivivisectionism and the protection of minors. Her letters provide an in-depth perspective on public issues as
well as the personal values underlying her opinions.
STANTON, ELIZABETH CADY, and SUSAN B.
ANffiONY. TheSelected Papers qfElizabeth Cady Stanton
andSusanB. Anthony. Volume II: Against anAristocracyqf
Sex, 1866-1873. Edited by Ann B. Gordon. New

Brunswick, N).: Rutgers University Press, 2000. 728 pp.
$60. ISBN 0-8135-2318-4. This second volume in the sixvolume series documenting the accomplishments of the
two most famous American suffragists picks up their story
at the end of 1866, when Stanton and Anthony launched
a drive to make universal suffrage the priority of Reconstruction. Through letters, speeches, articles, and diary
entries, this volume recounts their years as editor and
publisher of the weekly The Revolution, their travels, and
their lobbying of Congress. It touches on the divisions
among suffragists over marriage and divorce and follows
the national debate over the citizenship of women under
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.

STROUP, RUSSELL CARTWRIGHT. Lettersfrom the
Pacific: A Combat Chaplain in World War II, by Russell
Cartwright Stroup. Edited by Richard Cartwright Austin.
Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2000. 224 pp.
$24.95. ISBN 0-8262-1288-3. Russell Stroup was a thirtyseven-year-old pacifist when he left his pastorate in
Lynchburg, Va., to enlist as an army chaplain after Pearl
Harbor. After infantry training he volunteered for firstwave assaults against the Japanese in New Guinea and the
Philippines, and served in the front lines of the South
Pacific theater for three years, visiting troops under fire,
assisting medics, cheering the wounded, and burying the
dead. Often composed under harrowing combat conditions, these letters home to his family convey Stroup's
search for meaning in the midst of world war. The editor, a nephew of the chaplain and a retired Presbyterian
minister himself, provides annotation, an introduction, and
fifteen illustrations.
mOREAU, HENRY DAVID. Wild Fruits. Thoreau s RediscowredLastManuscript. Edited by Bradley P. Dean. New
York: W. W. Norton and Company, 2000. 427 pp. $29.95.
ISBN 0-393-04751-2. This attractive volume consists of
Thoreau's final presentation of his sacramental vision of
nature, the manuscript of which, in the New York Public
Library, was left unfInished at his death in 1862. Based
upon field observations Thoreau had recorded in his journal, this multidimensional work, intended as part of a
comprehensive history of the natural phenomena of
Concord, was an ecological declamtion, a useful horticultural compendium, and a truly unique American scripture.
The editor has included pen-and-ink drawings, an introduction, an index helpfully including scientific names of
plants, and endnotes that provide citations to relevant
passages in Thoreau's journals, identify sources of quotations, and provide textual descriptions.

TRIPLET, WllJ1AM S. A Youth in the Meuse-Argonne: A
Memoir, 191'1-1918. WilliamS. Triplet. Edited by Robert
H. Ferrell. Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2000.
344 pp. $29.95. ISBN 0-8262-1290-5. This personal
memoir of World War I action relies heavily upon a diary that the career soldier kept in France in 1918 when he
was a seventeen-year-old enlisted man in the 140th Infantry
Regiment, 35th Division, of the U.S. Army. Editorial annotation provides the historical context for Triplet's firsthand experiences, and Ferrell also includes thirty-five
illustrations and an index.
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VICTORIAN ANGLICANISM. Essays and Reviews:
The 1860 Text andlts Reading. Edited by Victor Shea and
William Whitla. Victorian Literature and Culture Series.
Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2000. 1,056
pp. $90. ISBN 0-8139-1869-3. This collection of seven
essays by prominent British intellectuals caused a sensation when originally published in 1860. The book signaled
an intellectual and religious crisis, raised influential issues
of free speech, questioned the authority and control of
the Anglican Church, and led to three heresy trials. This
massive frrst critical edition makes the pivotal work accessible to modem readers. The editors place it in its complex social context by supplying background and
commentary, as well as composition and publishing history, textual notes, and supporting documents, including
court records, manifestos, satires, and contemporary illustrations. Other editorial apparatus consists of appendices, bibliography, and indexes of persons, subjects, and
biblical passages.

WALKER, DAVID. David Wa/kersAppea/ to the Coloured
Citizens ofthe World. Edited by Peter P. Hinks. University
Park: Penn State University Press, 2000.184 pp. $30
(cloth), ISBN 0-271-01993-Xj $9.95 (paper), ISBN 0-27101994-8. This new edition (the first in thirty years) of one
of nineteenth-century America's most provocative political
documents makes that potentially explosive work easily
accessible to students and scholars. The black North Carolina native's 1829 pamphlet decries the savage and unchristian treatment of blacks in the United States and challenges
them to rise up and cast off the chains of slavery and
racial prejudice. Hinks, the leading authority on David
Walker, provides a masterly introduction, extensive annotations, and an appendix of documents showing the contemporary response to the work.
WARREN, ROBERT PENN. SelectedLetterscfRobertPenn
Warren. Volume I: TbeApprentice Yeats, 1924-1934. Edited by William Bedford Clark. Southern Literary Studies. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2000.
296 pp. $39.95. ISBN 0-8071-2536-9. This volume forms
a kind of epistolatory coming-of-age novel as it takes the
distinguished man ofletters (1905--1989) from the awkwardness of emerging genius at Vanderbilt University to
the brink of greatness at a newly appointed post at Louisiana State University. The letters, all but one previously
unpublished, reveal the author's delicate health and his
tangled relationship with his parents, as well as provide
gossip about major literary figures, including Allen Tate,
John Crowe Ransom, and Laura Riding.
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WASIllNGTON, GEORGE. The Papers ofGeorge Washington, Presidential Series. Volume IX: September 1791-February 1792. Edited by Mark A. Mastromarino and Jack
D. Warren,Jr. Charlottesville: University Press ofVtrginia,
2000.672 pp. $62.50. ISBN 0-8139-1922-3. This volume
documents President Washington's problems with Pierre
L'Enfant over the creation of the new Federal City, his
major ministerial appointments to Europe, arrangements
for a third military expedition, under General Anthony
Wayne, against hostile Indian nations in the Northwest, as
well as private and domestic matters, such as his answer
to British agriculturalist Arthur Young's queries on American farming and the management of Mount Vernon.
Editorial apparatus includes annotation and an analytical

index.
WEBSTER, LUCIEN, and FRANCES SMITH
WEB5IER. The WebsteJs. Letters ifanAmericanArmyFamily
in Peace and War, 1836-1853. Edited by Van R. Baker.
Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 2000. 344 pp.
$45. ISBN 0-87338-654-X This volume traces the marriage and career of Lucien Webster, a West Point graduate and artillerist, and the homefront life ofhis wife Frances
Smith Webster, granddaughter of a Connecticut hero of
the Revolutionary War. The couple lived together in St.
Augustine during the second Seminole War but were separated by orders that sent Lucien first to South Florida,
where he established a post at present-day Miami, and then
to North Carolina, when the army forced the migration
of the Cherokee nation on its infamous Trail of Tears.
Webster also wrote home from the Mexican War, descril:r
ing the battles of Monterey and Buena VISta, while his wife
wrote about her clifficulties in maintaining a home in western Florida and her decision to return to her relatives in
Connecticut. Editorial apparatus includes annotations, sixteen illustrations, five maps, appendixes, a bibliography,
and an index.
WESTERN RESERVE. Visions of the Western Reserve:
PuJiicandPriwteDxumenlsq{NYrlheastern Ohio, 175V-1M.
Edited by Robert A. Wheeler. Columbus: Ohio State
University Press, 2000. 390 pp. $60.00. ISBN 0-81420827-4. This well-illustrated collection of documents from
the archives of the Western Reserve Historical Society
traces the evolution of Ohio's Western Reserve from the
early days of exploration to the eve of the Civil War. The
editor provides a general introduction as well as introductions to each of the volilllle's four chronological sections,
and includes historical and biographical information for
each document.

WOOD, THOMAS FANNING. Doctor to the Front: The

RecoIkctionsifCorifederateSurgeon Thoma5Fanning W~
1861-1865. Edited byDonaldB. Koonce. Voices of the
Civil War Series. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,
2000.280 pp. $30. ISBN 1-57233-082-1. As a young
soldier recovering from fever at a Richmond hospital,
Thomas Fanning Wood (1841-1892) developed an interest in medicine. After eight months of training, he was
appointed an assistant surgeon in the Third North Caro-

lina Regiment. His narrative, drawn from his memoirs,
letters from the front, and articles written for his hometown newspaper, and edited here by his great-grandson,
presents a poignant and horrifying picture of what the
Civil War physician had to face. Wood was present at
many major engagements, including Chancellorsville,
Gettysburg, and Spotsylvania, as well as Jubal Early's 1864
Shenandoah Valley campaign.

Special 0Jfer
The Association for Documentary Editing makes available as a special offer at a 20 percent discount
to its members two books of major importance to the field:
l\1ary-Jo Kline, A Guide to Documentary Editing, 2d ed.
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998).
Prepared for ADE. Linda Johanson, Project Director. Pp. xix, 300. Paper $25.95 list, $20.75 for ADE

members.
First published in 1987 and widely acclaimed, A
Guide to DocumentaryEditing is available in a c0mpletely revised edition. Drawing on the experience of
dozens of editorial projects, the author details every
step of the editing process as now practised in the
electronic information age-planning a project,
organizing materials, evaluating and transcribing texts,
applying textual and editorial conventions, and
preparing the edition for the publisher.
MARY-Jo KLINE is Curator, Special Collections, at the John Hay
library, Brown University, and coeditor of TbePolitical CorrespondenceandPubltcPa{lerSofAaronBurr, 2vols(1983) and TbeBookof
AbigailandJobn: SelectedLettersoftbeAdamsFamily, 1762-1784
(1975).

Michael E. Stevens and Steven B. Burg, Editing HistoricalDocumenls: AHandbookqfPractice(WaJnutQed.{, CA:
AltaMira Press, 1997). Published in cooperation with
the AASLH, ADE, and the State Historical Society of
WlSConsin. Pp. 264. Cloth $49.00 list, $39.00 for ADE
members. Paper $24.95 list, $20.00 for ADE mem-

bers.
"Historical Editors have long wanted a reliable handbook that would provide easy access to the innumerable issues and practices that they daily deal with in their

profession. Editing HistoricalDocumenlsprovides a wonderfully diverse collection of examplesof current practice with full citations to the sources used as
examples."-John P. Kaminski, University of Wisconsin-Madison
MICHAEL STEVENS is State Historian at the State Historical Society
of Wisconsin and former Director of Publications at the South
Carolina Department of Archives and History. STEVEN B. BURG
holds degrees from Colgate University and the University ofWisconsin-Madison.

-Send order with a check made out to theADE to:

Send Copies to:

Susan Holbrook Perdue
Papers ofJohn Marshall
P.O. Box 8781
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NHPRC Recommends Grants
At its meeting on May 9 and 10, the National Historical Publications and Records Commission recommended

that the Archivist of the United States make grants totaling $3.1 million to 52 competitive applicants. Of this, $2,248,285
is for 34 documentary editing projects and $10,000 is for a documentary editing subvention.
Funding was recommended for the following projects:

ThejaneAddamsPapers (Duke University)
African-American Historical Linkages with South Africa (Howard University)

The Papers qfjohn C. Calhoun (University of South Carolina)
The Papers ofCharles Carroll qfCarrollton (College ofWtlliam and!v1ary)
Documents relating to the Coronado Expedition (Richard and Shirley Cushing Flint)
The Papers qfj£ffersonDavis (Rice University)
The PapersqfFrederickDoug1ass (JUPUI)
The Papers qfThornas F£lison (Rutgers University)
The Papers ofDwightDavidEisenhoux!rQohns Hopkins University)
Freedom: A Documentary History ofEmancipation, 1861-1867(University of Maryland, College Park)
TheMarcus Garnyand UniversalNegro I'Y11f»"OI.X!1tAssociationPapers (University of California, Los Angeles)
The Emma Goldman Papers (University of California, Berkeley)
The Samuel Gompers Papers (University of Maryland, College Park)
The Papers ofUlysses S. Grant (Ulysses S. Grant Association)
The Papers qfGeneralNathanael Greene (Rhode Island Historical Society)
Documentary Relaticms qfthe Southwest (University of Arizona, Arizona State Museum)
The Papers ofAndrewjackson (University of Tennessee)
The Papers ofMartin LutherKing,jr. (Stanford University)
The Papers ofHenry Laurens (University of South Carolina)
An abridgement of the journals of the Lewis and Clark expedition (University of Nebraska, Lincoln)
The Lincoln Legal Papers (TIlinois Historic Preservation Agency)
The Papers ofGeorge CatlettMarshaO (George C. Marshall Foundation)
The Papers ofjohn Marshall (Institute of Early American History and Culture)
The papers of Clarence Mitchell, Jr. (SUNY, College at Old Westbury)
The Letters ofLucretia CoffinMott(Pomona College)
The Papers qfFrederickLaw Olmsted (American University)

TheC017"eSjJOndencqfjamesKPo!k(UniversityofTennessee)
Presidential Recordings Project (University of Virginia)
Race, Slavery and Free Blacks (University of North Carolina, Greensboro)
Papers of Eleanor Roosevelt (George Washington University)
The SelectedPapers ofMargaretSanger(New Yotk University)
The Papers qfElizabeth Cady Stanton and SusanB. Anthony (Rutgers University)
TheHowardThurmanPapers(Morehouse College)
The Papers qfthe War Department, 1784-1800 (East Stroudsburg University)
The documentary editing subvention was to the University of South Carolina Press for The Papers ofjohn C.

caJJ:xun.
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2000 ADE Contributors
ADE Sustaining, Patron, and Life Members
The Association for Documentary Editing thanks its contributors and its sustaining, patron, and life
members. Those whose dues or contributions were received by 15 July 2000 are listed below.
ADE dues are payable in January. If you have not yet done so, please pay your 2000 dues now: $25
Regular; $40 Sustaining/Overseas/Institutional; $70 Patrons; $15 StudentlRetired; and send to Susan
Holbrook Perdue, ADE Secretary, Papers of John Marshall, Box 8781, Williamsburg, VA 23187-8781.
Thank you.
Contributors
Rose F. Barquist
Jeffrey Berlin
Jo Ann Boydston
David Chesnutt
Charles T. Cullen
Cullom Davis
MaryS.Dix
Ronald M. Gephart
Edwin M. Good
Diana Hadley
Louis R. Harlan
Sidney Hart
David W. Hirst
Kay S. House
Jeffery O. Johnson
John L. Kessell
Ann Leonard
Ruth W. Lester
J. Jefferson Looney
Rowena McClinton
Linda Monaco
Barbara Oberg
Ralph H. Orth
Willie F. Page
Kathy Paparchontis
Donald Roper
Robert Rosenberg
Charles L. Ross
Richard N. Sheldon
Jane Thome
Dorothy Twohig
Daun R. van Ee
HelenVeit
Rita Foster Wallace
Conrad E. Wright

Sustaining Members
Douglas M. Arnold
Rose F. Barquist
Roger D. Bridges
Roger A. Bruns
Mary Lynn McCree Bryan
Edward C. Carter II
Anne Decker Cecere
Joan R. Challinor
Philander D. Chase
Dennis Conrad
Charles T. Cullen
Cullom Davis
Helen R. Deese
Susan Badger Doyle
Mary A. Y. Gallagher
Robert H. Hirst
Thomas E. Jeffrey
Linda Johanson
James Karman
Esther Katz
Stanley N. Katz
Gregg L. Lint
David B. Mattern
Kenneth P. Minkema
Joe A. Mobley
Harold D. Moser
Gary E. Moulton
Beverly Wilson Palmer
Guenter Kurt Piehler
Robert Rosenberg
Leslie S. Rowland
Richard A. Ryerson
Herman J. Saatkamp, Jr.
Constance B. Schulz
Harriet Furst Simon
John Y. Simon
Judith A. Valenzuela
Daun R. van Ee

Patron Members
Charlene Bickford
Larry I. Bland
Jo Ann Boydston
David Chesnutt
Carol DeBoer-Langworthy
Sidney Hart
Daniell Hay
David W. Hirst
Charles F. Hobson
Robert N. Hudspeth
Richard Leffler
The Gilder Lehrman Collection
Beth Luey
Maeva Marcus
Thomas A. Mason
Rowena McClinton
James P. McClure
Barbara Oberg
Elaine W. Pascu
Ray Smock
Michael Stevens
Sharon Ritenour Stevens
HelenVeit
Elizabeth Hall Witherell

Life Members
Ross W. Beales, Jr.
Kenneth R. Bowling
DonL.Cook
Joseph R. Gainey
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
Mary A. Giunta
Elizabeth S. Hughes
John P. Kaminski
Joel Myerson
Lance Schachterle
Richard N. Sheldon
Paul H. Smith
C. James Taylor

